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SECTION A  

10Qx2M=20Marks 

S. No. Marks CO 

Q 1 Following are Multiple Choice Questions. Choose the correct answer from 

the given options. Do not copy the questions. 
CO1 

1. OLX is an example of which type of model?

a. Consumer-to-Business

b. Consumer-to-Consumer

c. Business-to-Business

d. Collaborative Commerce

2. E-Commerce 5C Model is

a. Commerce, Collaboration, Correlation, Connection,

Computation.

b. Community, Collaboration, Communication, Connection,

Computation

c. Commerce, Collaboration, Communication, Cordination,

Computation

d. Commerce, Collaboration, Communication, Connection,

Computation.

3. In Online or Digital ERP, ERP stands for

a. Enterprise Resource Planning

b. Enterprise Retention Planning

c. Enterprise Resource Process

d. Electronic Resource Planning



4. In eCRM, CRM stand for 

a. Customer Resource Management 

b. Customer Retention Management 

c. Customer Relationship Management 

d. Customer Relationship Mapping 

 

5. The digital revolution is a shift from ____&____ to digital 

electronics 

a. Electric & Analog 

b. Mechanical & Analog 

c. Electronics & Analog 

d. Component & Analog 

 

6. The Amazon.in website belongs to which category of website 

a. Relationship Building Website 

b. Media or Publisher Website 

c. Transactional Website 

d. Brand- Building Website 

 

7. PDA stands for 

a. Personal Database 

b. Personal Digital Assistant 

c. Personal Download Assistant 

d. Personal Demand Assistant 

 

8. _______ is a corporate or government internal network that uses 

Internet Tools is called 

a. Electronic Channel 

b. Web 2.0 

c. An extranet 

d. An intranet 

 

9. The e-learning method which provides bite sized training courses 

providing only necessary information 

a. Interaction E-learning 

b. Micro-E-Learning 

c. Stimulation Based Leaning 

d. Responsive E-Learning 

 

 



10. BNPL is a popular method of payment these days involving 

a. First Pay then Use 

b. Use for Free on customer credit score 

c. Soft loan by bank 

d. Use now and make payment later 

 

    

SECTION B  

4Qx5M= 20 Marks 

Q 2 Attempt all questions. Each Question to be answered shortly.   CO4 

 1. Outline the reasons why a business may wish to adopt e-

commerce?  

2. Discuss the scope of e-CRM, its benefits and limitations. 

3. What are the benefits and impacts of e-auctions? What are their 

types? 

4. What do you mean by Learning Content Management System? 

Discuss various characteristics. 

  

    

SECTION-C 

3Qx10M=30 Marks 

Q 3 Following are 3 Questions, out of which 2 Questions are compulsory and 

1 Question has internal choice to attempt any one.  
 CO5 

 a. What do you mean by E-Marketplace? Discuss about the 

following in brief with real examples. 

i. Independent Marketplace 

ii. Buyer Oriented Marketplace 

iii. Supplier Oriented Marketplace 

iv. Horizontal and Vertical Marketplace 

b. Discuss the ten principles of E-Learning 

c.  What do you understand by SCM? Discuss its advantages 

and disadvantages. Also, mention the various types of  

SupplyChains. 

OR 

What do you mean by ERP? Discuss any 5 modules that can 

be found on any ERP 

 

  

SECTION-D 

2Qx15M= 30 Marks 

Q 4 Following are 2 Questions, Attempt both. Carefully read the Case studies 

given and answer accordingly. 
 CO4 

 1. Case Study 1  
 Capital One creates value through e—business Capital One was 

  



established in 1995. It offers credit cards, savings, loans and 
insurance products in the UK, Canada and the US. It is a financially 
successful company, achieving high returns of 20% earnings per 
share growth and 20% return on equity growth. It has been 
profitable every quarter in its existence and in less than ten years it 
achieved net income of over $1 billion. Capital One uses what it 
calls an Information-Based Strategy (IBS), which brings marketing, 
credit, risk, operations and IT together to enable flexible decision 
making. It describes IBS as ‘a rigorously scientific test-and-learn 
methodology that has enabled us to excel at product innovation, 
marketing and risk management – the essentials of success in 
consumer financial services’. For customers it aims to offer 
financial solutions tailored to individual customers’ needs. It does 
this through mass-customization: offering different rates and fees 
structures to different customers depending on their risk status. Its 
mission can be summarized as to deliver the right product, at the 
right price, to the right customer, at the right time through 
continual testing, learning and innovation. The scale of use of 
information is indicated by different operations in the business. In 
corresponding with customers, The Banker reported that Capital 
One sends out one billion items of mail per year and handles 90 
million inbound calls, 300 million outbound calls, 230 million 
Internet impressions and 40 million transactions per day. Together 
with its subsidiaries, the company had 45.8 million managed 
accounts and $60.7bn in managed loans outstanding as of June 
2003. The information-based strategy is managed by the CIO, 
Gregor Bailar. He is in charge of operations related to computer 
systems, analysis of customer data, data protection, setting data 
standards, business continuity and information security. According 
to The Banker, Gregor says: CIOs today need to be technology 
alchemists. They need to be strong in professional technical 
methodologies so that their conversation is a disciplined one but, 
at the same time, they need to understand the business, be it 
banking, credit cards or loans. Their job is not to know the future of 
technology, nor the latest and greatest of delivery networks, but to 
be focused on balancing the set of business needs, and choosing or 
creating the best possible solutions that can be provided from a 
technical perspective. On the one hand, the CIO has to be an 
advocate for the business into the technology world, and on the 
other hand, the voice of technology in the best respect of how it 
can respond to the business. This is a relatively new role and the 
challenge is to interpret and prioritize correctly the business needs 
and make the technology systems really responsive. The CIO is 
expected to be involved not only in strategy development, but also 
in business and product innovation. Now, more than ever, CIOs are 
being held accountable for driving the business value, not just for 
keeping the lights blinking on the computers. Capital One has used 
Internet technology so that customers can apply for and service 



their credit cards online – the concept of ‘web self-service’. In their 
Report, Capital One stressed their commitment to technology to 
support a strategy based on a superior customer experience when 
they stated: Our brand is not defined by our television 
commercials. It is defined by the quality of our products and our 
customer experience. At Capital One, our brand is premised on 
empowering our customers with informed choice, great value, and 
excellent service. We are building on our heritage of bringing our 
customers great value without the hassle by investing in our 
customer experience to drive ongoing customer loyalty. We also 
are investing in world-class customer infrastructure, such as CRM 
and enhanced online servicing capabilities. These investments will 
enable us to provide all of our national and local customers with 
better products at lower cost. We have a franchise of over 50 
million customer accounts and 36 million unique customers. We 
interact with our customers around 300 million times a year, not 
counting the billion times they use our cards. I am grateful for our 
customers’ loyalty, and our job is to sustain and build on it to make 
Capital One the best choice for all their banking needs. In 2007 we 
introduced Smart Switch, which enables our customers to reliably 
and easily move their entire banking relationship from another 
bank to Capital One, including the seamless transfer of electronic 
bill pay information. We also have one of the best customer 
experiences in commercial banking, achieving some of the highest 
scores in the industry for client loyalty.  
Questions a) Explain how Capital One has achieved competitive 
advantage through creating value through e-business.  
Question b) Prepare the SWOT matrix for Capital One.  
Question c) What are the social, ethical and legal issues the 
Company has to face for its e-business? 
 

2. Case Study 2 –  
Process Management to make e-business simpler Steven S. Smith, 
chief technology officer for the US bank Wells Fargo Financial, 
introduced his company to business process management last year. 
Note how he did it: ‘I didn’t go to our divisional chief executive and 
say: “We are going to invest in this tool”. Instead, we brought the 
technology in and worked together with the business on a specific 
issue. It was the business manager who presented to the divisional 
CEO. He said: “Look at the benefits of this new technology”’. ‘All 
the IT people were sitting in the room with big smiles on their 
faces. They didn’t have to say a word. It was the business bragging 
about how wonderful it is’, he says. When the business side of an 
organization has good things to say, unprompted, about a new 
technology, something unusual is happening and, for many 
companies, that something is business process management. It is a 
methodology underpinned by a technology and it is a hot ticket. 
Accenture, the world’s largest consultancy, already has a global 



director for BPM, Jim Adamczyk. He describes it as a mindset: ‘It is 
something that has mostly been going on for a long time. What has 
changed is the convergence of the business need for process 
engineering with the evolution of technology that lets people build 
systems flexible enough to supply the need.’ In a new book, Kiran 
Garimella, Michael Lees and Bruce Williams (2008) of Software AG, 
the European consultancy, say that BPM represents a culmination 
of all the collective experience, thinking and professional 
development in business management over the past several 
decades.  
‘It’s customer first. It’s business focused, it empowers people in all 
corners of a business to be more successful. It brings people and 
systems together. BPM is where all the lofty goals and best 
strategies are coming home to roost’, they say. It sounds too good 
to be true and it has already attracted the attention of a string of 
software houses and consultancies from the ‘pure play’ vendors 
such as Pegasystems, Savvion and Lombardi at one end to the big 
‘stack’ vendors including Oracle and IBM at the other. It is easy to 
see why Mr Adamczyk worries: ‘I fear that this is being hyped as 
one of our endless series of silver bullets, but at core we are trying 
to align the domain of the business – what the business needs – 
with what IT can understand and build.’ What is driving the 
adoption of BPM? Ram Menon, head of worldwide marketing for 
the pure play vendor Tibco, argues that increasing business 
complexity is the chief cause: ‘At the core, it’s about agility, 
efficiency and productivity. Businesses are continually under 
pressure to get more work done with fewer resources. ‘Regulatory 
compliance is another driver. Rules such as the European Union’s 
Markets in Financial Instruments directive (MiFID) and Sarbanes-
Oxley in the US have a significant process dimension. In healthcare, 
it’s HIPAA. Almost every industry has its list of compliance 
requirements.  
‘Used appropriately, BPM helps companies streamline processes, 
reduce cycle times and get things done faster. This frees employees 
to focus on areas where they can add real value.’ BPM provides the 
tools to enable organizations to examine, analyse and improve 
their processes, with a process being anything that transforms 
resources and materials into products or services. ‘This 
transformation is how a business works; it’s the magic elixir of the 
enterprise’, say the Software AG authors. ‘The more effective this 
transformation, the more successfully you create value.’ BPM 
software provides the technological underpinning that facilitates 
communication and mobility of data across applications. Only in 
the past few years has the software become mature enough to be 
used reliably for this purpose.  
There are four main phases: process analysis, process design, 
process automation and business activity monitoring – which 
provides the feedback for further improvements. Here are two 



examples of BPM in action. University College London Hospitals 
comprises seven large hospitals in central London treating 
hundreds of thousands of in and out-patients each year through a 
bewilderingly large number of specialisms. Government targets 
demand that no more than 18 weeks elapse between first referral 
and the start of treatment. 15 CO3 James Thomas, UCLH IT 
director, knew the existing manual methods of tracking patients 
through what are known as ‘care pathways’ could not cope. He 
wanted to introduce technology that would enable tracking by 
exception. Only if a staging post on the care pathway failed – a 
missing laboratory report, for example – would a warning flag be 
raised. The UCLH system sends an e-mail to the individual 
responsible to alert them to the deficiency. In conjunction with 
Logica CMG, the consultancy, Mr Thomas used BPM software from 
Lombardi to map the care pathway for a single specialism, 
discovering in the process that the first and last thirds of the 
process are identical. The middle third depends on the particular 
specialism involved. Business activity monitoring (BAM) software 
was used to monitor the progress of the patient along the 
pathway. ‘It’s your conscience. It’s an incredibly good policeman’, 
Mr Thomas says. The system will be live across one hospital in the 
group by the end of this month; the whole of UCLH by the end of 
the year. But it has not been easy: ‘Getting people to acknowledge 
that they work to processes and to document those processes and 
then work through harmonising those processes is not easy. You’re 
talking about administrative and clinical staff in different hospital 
buildings. ‘Potentially, people might see this as a form of electronic 
Big Brother that sends them e-mails when they haven’t done 
something. We have to turn that on its head and say the task facing 
us is too big for our current way of working – this is something to 
help us break up and digest the problem.’ At Wells Fargo Financial, 
Mr Smith was concerned that it was taking too long to complete 
certain business processes.  
The test bed for the BPM software that he brought in was the 
process that tracked the answers the bank gave customers who 
asked for a loan. ‘The specific issue was: how to track the 
salesperson’s response to the customer after a decision had been 
made on a loan. If the customer failed to take up the loan even if it 
was approved, what was the reason’, Mr Smith says. Tracking the 
process manually would have required hiring another 20 staff 
across the US; four were already in place. The BPM software took 
four months to install – Mr Smith blames the delay on his team’s 
reluctance to use ‘agile’ development methods rather than the 
tried and tested ‘waterfall’ technique – but it resulted in 
automating the process for the whole of North America using three 
rather than the four existing staff. The bank has implemented a 
number of BPM systems after that first deployment. In one, the 
process for adding a new merchant to the bank’s private label 



credit card product, which used to take weeks now takes only a day 
or so. Mr Smith says that, with so many BPM vendors, it is 
important to choose the most appropriate by bringing them into 
the facility and asking them to interface with the existing 
systems.These two examples demonstrate important principles of 
BPM deployment. First, the need to start in a small way – a single 
process such as Mr Thomas’s patient care pathway or Mr Smith’s 
loan agreement is enough for proof of concept. Second, the need 
to capture the hearts and the minds of the people who have to use 
the system. Mr Thomas insisted, for example, that hospital staff 
would not have to use new techniques or undergo extra training to 
make full use of the system.Rod Favaron, chief executive of 
Lombardi, says companies will see three kinds of benefits from 
BPM, properly deployed: effficiency, effectiveness and agility.‘In 
the era of Service Oriented Architecture and on-demand market 
messages, agility is a well understood concept. In the world of 
process management, the ability to change quickly is essential’, he 
says. ‘Customers on average change their key processes between 
four and seven times a year. New opportunities can arise. New 
partners or customers need you to support a different way of doing 
business. ‘Government regulations can require companies to 
change their processes. BPM provides the platform they need to be 
able to change processes faster and in a more controlled fashion 
than any other option.’  
Questions a) How does the article suggest that business thinking 
and practice has evolved since the exhortations for business 
process re-engineering in the 1990s?  
Question b) Summarize the benefits for BPM discussed in the Case. 
Question c) Discuss the need for a concept such as BPM when all 
new information systems and ebusiness initiatives are ultimately 
driven by process improvement. 

 

 




